
Empowering the 
Pacific Northwest: a look at 
Smartsheet's regional impact

Across Cascadia, from 
Portland to Vancouver, 
from hospitals to pizza 
chains, teams of all shapes 
and sizes are turning 
inefficiencies into 
streamlined processes 
that save time, 
money, and work.

4 hours
instead of a week to update 
and manage scorecards

20 hours/month
saved by th benefits team 
through automation

Mod Pizza,
Pizza chain, Seattle

To creating individualized projects 
for new stores within seconds.

From 100 separate 
spreadsheets for 100 new 
stores

Climate Pledge 
Arena, Arena + Ice 
hockey team, Seattle

To accurate, real-time event 
schedules and marketing 
sheets 4-5 hours/week saved 
on ticketing reports

From a sea of spreadsheets 
and emails 

Columbia Basin 
Health Association,
Health Center, Othello

To automated processes for 
onboarding, leave management, 
and vaccinations

From disconnected tools 
to coordinate tasks and 
processes

“We have one 
source of truth, 

but can share 
information with 
the different 

members of the 
team who want to 
see the 
information from 
a different angle, 
in a flexible way.”

Devin Groman,
Project manager at PATH’s 
Center for Vaccine Innovation 
and Access (CVIA)

“Smartsheet is a good 
mental load reliever. It 
creates clarity, calm, 
and confidence, 
leading to greater 
productivity.”

Jessica Burton,
Senior manager of marketing 
operations at Arc’teryx

Arc’teryx,
Outwear and 
equipment 
manufacturer, 
Vancouver

To a virtual visual control board, 
showing project status at a glance

From in-person review 
meetings with sketches 
and charts

Discover more Smartsheet customer stories: 
smartsheet.com/customers

,Dick’s Drive-In
Fast food chain, 
Seattle

To centralized view of updated sales 
data for 9 locations, and 
hours saved daily

From manual data gathering 

KEXP,
Nonprofit 
entertainment 
network, Seattle

To a centralized, accessible content 
calendar and seamless forms.

From plastic binders and a 
back-and-forth of emails

Seattle Children’s 
Hospital,
Health Care, Seattle

To a scalable, sustainable,  
standardized program

From juggling papers for 
developing 3D printing models 
for doctors 

Lumenonics,
Lighting company, 
Seattle

To carefully tracked projects and 
products with dashboards 75% 
reduction in project manager 
headcount US$200,000 saved

From a flurry of emails and 
sheets 

PATH,
Nonprofit 
organization, 
Seattle

To accessible information in a 
primary sheet

From miscommunications 
in long, cross-functional 
projects 


